
Chair John Lemmo and 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

As a neighbor living across the street, and a San Diego native with a strong interest in the arts, 
civic life, sports and the history of our beautiful city, I urge you not to designate the home 
located at 1400 Virginia as historical. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
street that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. San 
Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture, as we have a plethora of beautiful, 
maintained and restored Craftsman homes that have been rightfully designated. This home is 
simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. As anyone 
can plainly see, the house is a boxy, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. It undermines the designation and quality of all the homes if one 
like this is forced to remain as it is, which is in disrepair. In fact, I understand that this house has 
been· reviewed in two comprehensive La Jolla surveys, one of which was conducted by the La Jolla 
Historical Society, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight on 
our street. There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as 
a neighborhood landmark. This home does not qualify under any criteria and it should not even 
be considered for historic designation. 

I know the new young couple who purchased the home want to renovate and restore this house. 
Please allow the new owners to improve our street by developing this into a beautiful, safe family 
home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Sincerely, 

d~ 
1364 Virginia Way 
La Jolla, CA 92037 



Chair John Lemmo and 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of14oo Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I live two doors down from 1400 Virginia Way. As a close neighbor, with a strong interest in 
maintaining the high level of aesthetics, safety and property values in this neighborhood, I urge you 
not to designate the Myers' house located at 1400 Virginia as historic. 

Our street and surrounding neighborhood is full of renovated and beautifully maintained homes. 
Unfortunately, this is not one of them. I walk by this house every day and have never considered its 
exterior to be a public benefit in any condition. For years, it has captured my notice on my walks 
because of its shamefully poor dilapidated condition. The house is plain, with very few design 
elements, Craftsman or otherwise. I am opposed to the unsupported designation of a home that is 
not historically or architecturally significant. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed 
in two comprehensive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as 
even potentially historic. 

When compared to the beautiful homes that have been designated throughout La Jolla, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. I am further 
concerned that this house continues to sit in decay and rot and pose a safety hazard to the young 
children on the street. I walked through the home when the new owners bought it, and saw the state 
of decay first hand, including the location where the owner had fallen through the rotted front porch. 
It undermines the designation and quality of all the homes if one like this is "preserved" to remain as 
it is, which is unremarkable and in disrepair. 

For years, this house has been an eyesore, bringing all the property values in the area down and 
adding no value to the neighborhood. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home 
want to remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful close-knit community. I 
fully support their efforts to remodel this house into a great asset for our street. 

I strongly urge your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow this young couple 
their rightful opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which greatly improves our 
neighborhood. 

Best regards, 

4~,~V 
1364 Virginia Way 
La Jolla, CA 92037 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Best regards, 

Of'm~~ 
Linda Currie 
1524 Virginia Way 
La Jolla, CA 92037 



March 14, 2014 

Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be designated 
as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive characteristics of the 
Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to correct this 
misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial burden on the 
owners. 

When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 
The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. This house has been a 
blight on our beautiful street. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good 
example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an umemarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effmi to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in local, 
state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive 
La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight on the 
our beautiful street. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

~-d_· __ _ 

Phillip L. Currie 
1524 Virginia Way 
La Jolla, CA 92037 



Chair John Lemmo and 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

As a neighbor and a San Diego native with a strong interest in the history of our beautiful 
city, I urge you not to designate the home located at 1400 Virginia as historical. I do not 
believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. 

1400 Virginia Way has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years. It has become 
an unsightly eyesore that erodes property values and creates a safety issue in our 
neighborhood. Within San Diego and La Jolla, there are a number of beautiful, well
maintained and restored Craftsman homes that have been rightfully designated as 
historical. This home is not one of them. It is simply not a good example, let alone a 
distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. This house is a plain, relatively low cost, 
common functional home designed by an anonymous architect and unknown builder with 
no significant effort to create a distinctive or aesthetically pleasing design. It undermines 
the designation and quality of all the homes if one like this is forced to remain as it is, which 
is in disrepair. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
comprehensive La Jolla surveys, one of which was conducted by the La Jolla Historical 
Society, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and unremarkable house 
as a historic landmark. 

I urge you not to designate this property and to welcome this young couple's efforts to keep 
La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordinary house, and building a modest home in 
which they can start a family and become actively involved in our community. 



Mar 13 14 08:30p Keith Jones 

Chair John Lemmo and 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

1-858-412-3263 p. 1 

I am neighbor to the 1400 Virginia Way property. As a member of the La Jolla community, 1 have a strong 
interest in maintaining the beauty and values in this neighborhood. As such, I urge you not to designate the 
1400 Virginia Way house as historical. 

This neighborhood has many well-designed, aesthetically pleasing, and well-maintained homes. Further, 
there are a number of beautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board. Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and 
enduring characteristics. This home has none of those redeeming or enduring qualities, which might 
support preserving it for the public benefit. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of rot and 
dilapidation. It is boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few design 
elements, Craftsman or otherwise; it is beyond repair. I am opposed to the unsupported designation of a 
home that is not historically or architecturally significant. In fact, I understand that this house has been 
reviewed in two comprehensive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as 
even potentially historic. 

When compared to the beautiful homes that have been designated throughout La Jolla, I do not understand 
why this house would even be considered for historical designation. To place the 1400 Virginia Way house 
on the designated historic property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the rightfully designated 
properties. Unsupported designation places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this 
neighborhood, which have to bear the cost of "preserving" this eyesore without receiving any public benefit. 

For years, this house has been an eyesore, adding no value or public benefit to the neighborhood. In my 
view, the house deserves a major overhaul. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home 
want to remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful close-knit community. 

1 strongly urge your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow this young couple's efforts 
to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family and 
become actively involved in our community. 

Best regards, 

~~ 
511 Genter Street 
La Jolla, CA 92037 



Chair John Lemmo & 
I-listorical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 FJrSt A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Olainnan Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

As a neighbor .in La Jolla, I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vuginia Way home is not 
historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full of beautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the I-listorical Resources Board Those 
homes are designed by famous architects, lived .in by notnble people, or have distinct and enduring characteristics. 
'This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is nonexistent; it has no 
rematkable features; and it only captures notice because of its shamefully poor condition To place the home at 
1400 Vnginia Way on the designated historic property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult ·to all the 
previously designated properties. It further places an unwatranted burden on the young owners and this 
neighborhood, which have to bear the cost of"preset.Ving'' this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major ovethaul, if not a demolition I welcome this young couple's efforts to 

keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and otdinary house, and building a modest home .in which they can 
start a family and become actively involved .in our community. Please allow this young couple the opportunity to 

build a safe and attractive home, which improves our neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 

Glvv<~~ 
Sign Name 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a neighbor and a concerned member of the community to address an important civic issue 
regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsighdy property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reViewed by historians in comprehensive surveys and has never 

been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation 
and believe this home is not historically or architecturally significant 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsighdy blight on our community that 
erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable 

and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from 

treating this dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family home. Their 

efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property values, eliminate a safety 
hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential future 

buyers, making the property all but wunarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I urge you not to 
designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home that the whole 

neighborhood will welcome. 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
not be designated historical by the HRB Board . 

As a La Jolla resident and a neighbor, I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB 
criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. The home has no redeeming 
characteristics, has been modified extensively over the years, and is not a good 
representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been 
designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades 
of decay. I have met the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a 
part of this wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this 
home into what I would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of 
the neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

ozL, ;< ?yv 
Sign NaLr 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virg inia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I live in La Jolla near 1400 Virginia Way and I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion 
that the property is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as 
a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preservation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in a the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Best, 

6 
Sign Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I live in La Jolla near 1400 Virginia Way and I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion 
that the property is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as 
a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualiftes under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preservation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in a the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Best, 

Sign Name 

t".~ l 'ill Q"S? &~ 
Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I live in the La Jolla community, and I am writing to you in order to express my 
opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or architecturally 
significant and should not be designated by the Historical Resources Board (HRB). 
The home does not qualify under any HRB designation criteria. To designate and 
preserve this home would demean the value and importance of the designation and 
the H RB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 

Sign Name 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I know the La Jolla Community well, and I can speak to you with some expertise of the 
devastating effects of designating this unremarkable blight on the neighborhood as 
historical. 

If left unattended, the house will continue to further deteriorate. With the restrictions you 
intend to put on this property, no one will ever buy this property, and it will be left to decay. 
The neighbors and public at large all have a vested interest in maintaining property values in 
the area. Letting an otherwise quite valuable piece of property decay, does not serve 
anyone's purpose. 

I appreciate the attempt of preserving historical buildings which benefit the public and 
should be lovingly maintained. This property has no historical or architectural 
significance. Any objective analysis of the unremarkable architecture and ghastly 
condition compels the conclusion that it should be redeveloped, not preserved . 

The new owners are a young couple who are excited about devoting the time necessary to 
restoring this property and creating a safe and attractive home. This is a major, major 
undertaking and is going to cost them a lot of money. The Board Members should be 
encouraging this type of effort that improves the community and land values, not preventing 
it. 

For the reasons set forth above, I believe emphatically and unequivocally, that the new 
owners ought to be encouraged and helped, wherever possible, to salvage this property 
and build a beautiful new addition to the community. 

Sign Name 

No R A: sARG- E.t.t--r 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

As a La Jolla resident, I know the La Jolla Community well, and I can speak to you with 
some expertise of the devastating effects of designating this unremarkable blight on the 
neighborhood as historical. 

If left unattended, the house will continue to further deteriorate. With the restrictions you 
intend to put on this property, no one will ever buy this property, and it will be left to decay. 
The neighbors and public at large all have a vested interest in maintaining property values in 
the area. Letting an otherwise quite valuable piece of property decay, does not serve 
anyone's purpose. 

I appreciate the attempt of preserving historical buildings which benefit the public and 
should be lovingly maintained. This property has no historical or architectural 
significance. Any objective analysis of the unremarkable architecture and ghastly 
condition compels the conclusion that it should be redeveloped, not preserved. 

The new owners are a young couple who are excited about devoting the time necessary to 
restoring this property and creating a safe and attractive home. This is a major, major 
undertaking and is going to cost them a lot of money. The Board Members should be 
encouraging this type of effort that improves the community and land values, not preventing 
it. 

For the reasons set forth above, I believe emphatically and unequivocally, that the new 
owners ought to be encouraged and helped, wherever possible, to salvage this property 
and build a beautiful new addition to the community. 

Sincerely, 

-::m__;_n N_;__:am:.....:.....JJ~/;\-"<'~~ .. -:..........Lt/......;.._~ 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a neighbor and a concerned membe~ of the community to address 
an important civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 

:!z:t= 
Print Name 
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March 12,2014 

Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members, 

As a neighbor in La Jolla, I am writing to you to express my opinion that the home located 
at 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla, CA 92037 is not historically or architecturally significant 
and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical 
Resources Board. Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable 
people, or have distinct and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is 
plain, irregularly sh~ and beyond repair. To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on 
the designated historic property list and attempt to preserve it is not beneficial to the 
community. It further places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this 
neighborhood, which have to bear the cost of"preserving" the home as it currently stands 
without receiving any public benefit. 

I salute this young couple's efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this fatigued and 
ordinary house, and building a modest home in which they can start a family and become 
actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple the opportunity to 
build a safe and attractive home, which improves our neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Hunter Oliver & Katie Oliver 

5446 Candlelight Drive 

La Jolla, CA 92037 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

As a La Jolla resident and a neighbor, I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB 
criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. The home has no redeeming 
characteristics, has been modified extensively over the years, and is not a good 
representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. When compared to the 1 00s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been 
designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical 
significance. 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

/") 
Bes,t r~gards, fA 
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Chair John I i.."ffi!TTO & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) J\1emlx-rs 
1222 fu't.r\venue, 4th Floor 
San Di~ro, CA 92101 

De:tt Chairman . ..emmo and I··{RB Board i\ letnbcrs: 

T am 'vvriting to you to C.'\.'J'fCSS my opinion that the 1400 Vu:ginia \X!ay home is not his )rically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. . \ s a neighbor just blocks away on 
\Xihitefield Place, I "vclcome the remodel of this hou...:;e as an oppommity to improve rny 
neighborhood 

I ..a Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have b een rightfully designated by the Hi."itorical Resource...:; 
Board Those homes arc designed by funous architccL~ lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. 1 his home has none of those redeeming ore €.-nduring qualities, which 
might .support preserving it for the public benefit 

It is plain., irregularly shaped, and b eyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexi~11.nt Its Ctafi:sman features 
are [t,·\v and fur oc't\veen. It < ml captures notice on the n~>hbors and community because of its 
~ruune:fiilly poor dilapidated condition. To place the 1400 Virginia Way hou..o;;c on the de....,jgrutted 
historic property !i.:;r and atternpt to preserve it is an in~ult to all the rightfully de:."ignated properties. lt 
further places an unwattanted burden on the young owners and this neit,>hborhood, which have to 
hear th ' cost of ''prescwing'' this eye...:;ore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, d1e house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition.} wclcome this young couple's 
cff(m:s to fix up thi." tired and ordinary house~ and build a m dest home in which they can t>'tml: a family 
and become ac-tively involved in our community. Plea..:;e allow this young couple their rightful 
opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which imprm ·cs the neighbm:hcxxi 

Sign Name 

L\ -s"' Av\df"€_v..J 

1- -=ro 5 ~J 1 -r-e.P, e i c( ?! 6\U:. 

k 30//c,J C A '?s..u~-::r-
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

As a La Jolla resident and a neighbor, I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB 
criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. The home has no redeeming 
characteristics, has been modified extensively over the years, and is not a good 
representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been 
designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical 
significance. 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Print Name 

.. 

Addre~t4 C, ;).O J 7 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am a La Jolla resident and live near the property, and I am writing to you in order to express 
my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way is not a historic home and should not be designated by your 
Board. I do not believe that it is eligible for historic designation in any way because it is not 
historically or architecturally significant. It would be a shame to designate this property as 
historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future . There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to 
develop this property which will be an improvement to our community. 

'y--~ 
Sign Name 

\C-\ ~ \-\:-c r{' 
Print Name 

ce \5 ~\...0 . \b~ ~ 
\-=-c-oD~. C(~j 1 

Address 



March 14, 2014 

Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 

unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Best regards, 

~ 
Christine L. Andrews 
7705 Whitefield Place 
La Jolla, CA 92037 



March 14,2014 

Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and 'has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a home that is not 
historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood >viii 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole community will welcome. 

Best regards, 

6-y ~-- A--J__ 
Craig S. Andrews 

7705 Whitefield Place 

La Jolla, CA 92037 



Mar. 12. 201 4 2: 18PM 

Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

No . 03 13 P. 1 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. · 

As a La Jolla resident and a neighbor, I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB 
criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. The home has no redeeming 
characteristics, has been modified extensively over the years, and is not a good 
representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been 
designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical 
significance. 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
~ould consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 

· · neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

~~ 
Sign Name 

Jki J Leh rntLVJ ~ 

Print Name 

.. . <ls~L . · S.tjatd"~~ 1k_. 
Lft. ~l l CA 1Jo3] 

Address 
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March 13, 2014 

Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

blackbir~ 
VENTURES 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way 
home not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

As a La Jolla business owner, resident and neighbor, I do not believe that it 
qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. The 
home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. 
It's plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and 
retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated, I do not understand why 
this house would even be considered for historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through 
decades of decay.l know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the 
home to be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to 
developing this home into what I would consider to be a great asset for this 
neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow 
the new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic 
blessing of the neighbors and community. 

Sincerely, 

Neil R. Senturia, CEO 

2223AVENIDA DE LA PLAYA» SUITE 212 »LA JOLLA CA92037 »T: 858.754.3201 » F: 858.729.0067 



WOLFGANG F. HAHN+ ASSOCIATES 

VIA PRIORITY U.S. MAIL DELIVERY 

Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board ("HRB") Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, California 921 01 

Re Historical Designation -
Residence@ 1400 Virginia Way 
La Jolla, California 92037 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Attorneys and Counselors at Law 

7160 Camlnito Pepino 
La Jolla, California 92037 

Telephone 858. 535. 1000 
Telecopier 858. 456. 5080 

E-Mail Address: ellobo1@ san.rr.com 

13 March 2014 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

As a La Jolla resident and a neighbor, I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB 
criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. The home has no redeeming 
characteristics, has been modified extensively over the years, and is not a good representative 
example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable 
windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the lOO's of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical significance. 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple that eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I would 
consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I hereby respectfully request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 
Please allow the new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic 
blessing of the neighbors and community. 

CHAIR JOHN LEMMO & 
HISTORICAL RESOURCES BOARD ("HRB") MEMBERS 

13 MARCH 2014 

PAGE 1 



Should you have any questions, do not hesitate in giving me a call or contact me 
directly at 619. 850. 8570. 

Respectfully yours, 
WOLFGANG F. HAHN+ ASSOCIATES 

Ltft#1l\-
Wolfgang F. Hahn 
WFH:blh 

CHAIR JOHN LEMMO & 
HISTORICAL RESOURCES BOARD ("HRB") MEMBERS 

13 MARCH 2014 

PAGE 2 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 921 0 1 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that it is absurd that the 1400 Virginia 
Way home not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I have worked as a real estate professional in San Diego County over the past 10 years and 
have seen several different arguments as it relates to historical office buildings and well as 
residential homes, and I cannot understand why this dilapidated property cannot be improved 
by the new owners. 

I grew up in La Jolla, living in La Jolla for many years, and, I do not believe that it qualifies 
under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. 

I strongly request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

I ask you to please allow the new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the 
enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

Stacy Meronoff 
Cruzan Monroe 
12520 High Bluff Drive, Suite 275 
San Diego, CA 92130 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

March 13, 2014 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to express my opinion that 
the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be designated as historical by the HRB Board. 
By way of background, I grew up in La Jolla in the Bird Rock area, attended Bird Rock 
Elementary School, Muirlands Middle School, and am a graduate of La Jolla High 
School, class of 2001. I am now a practicing attorney focusing on all matters of real 
estate and business disputes and currently live in the community of University Heights, 
which has hundreds of Craftsman-style homes. 

Growing up, I had friends who lived on Virginia Way, so I am familiar with the houses on 
the street. It is my belief that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not a distinctive example of 
a Craftsman home. I had the opportunity to tour the home after it was purchased by the 
current owners. The home is plain, boxy, and has uneven and unremarkable windows of 
varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. Furthermore, the 
house was significantly modified by its previous owners, who constructed both an RV
port and casita addition to the property, neither of which are stereotypical or common of 
a Craftsman-style home. 

I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was never documented or 
identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin historic survey in 1977, 
or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, which makes the City's request for 
an involuntary "historic" designation all the more peculiar and unwarranted. 

The home is also obviously in poor condition. I know the new owners plan to remodel it 
in a fashion such that the home will blend nicely into the neighborhood. 

I request that the Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home. 

B~t~ 
David H. Lichtenstein 
4646 Georgia St. 
San Diego, CA 92116 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not 
historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preservation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in a the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Best, 

Print Name 

~.::;[) ~k/e. Sl # /4..:S 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I live in the La Jolla community, and I am writing to you in order to express my 
opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or architecturally 
significant and should not be designated by the Historical Resources Board (HRB). 
The home does not qualify under any HRB designation criteria. To designate and 
preserve this home would demean the value and importance of the designation and 
the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 

Sign Name 

l,'ntJ:o, karpauJ J-1 
Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 

Best, 

/!Po ,JUL ~ /1_ 1 
Sign Name 
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Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 

Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 

1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 

years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable 

windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to 

the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In fact, I understand 

that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationist, 

and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 

know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 

that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 

house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 

develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 

Diego community. 

~~ 
Shelley Neiman 

721 Y2 Ensenada Ct 

San Diego, CA 92109 



Chair John Lemmo 

Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 

1222 First Ave, 41
h Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion regarding the historical designation for a home 

located in La Jolla. I have personally visited this structure at 1400 Virginia Way and am frankly surprised 

that this is being considered. This location should not be designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

The overall condition of the building structures are very poor and clearly evident have gone many years 

without general upkeep and maintenance. This home is not in the same category as many other homes 

which are preserved under historical designation. 

Historical designat ion is typically accepted with honor; however, at this point it is delaying the ability for 

a young couple to move in and create a safe and beautiful home to raise a family. The updates to this 

dilapidated property will positively impact the community by removing a significant eyesore which is 

surrounded by some of the most beautiful homes in the county. Other homeowners in the same area 

will no doubt be appreciative of their efforts. 

I respectfully request that the Board does not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 

owners to complete the remodeling project to make this into their dream home. 

Courtney C. Chandler 

2816 Villas Way, San Diego CA 92108 



March 12, 2014 

Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (IIRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 921 0 1 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a Craftsman home. I 
urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRD criteria, and determine that this home does 
not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. Further, I 
understand from speaking to the owners that the property was never documented or identified as even 
potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La 
Jolla in 200 J, both of which were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusual, 
exceptional or a significant exm11ple of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and unjust for the City to 
seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or rare style within 
the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in countless neighborhoods which have been 
properly designated as historic because they are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When 
compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do 
not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for decades and 
requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone habitable. I know the new young 
couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. 

T request that your Board nol designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to develop this 
into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Best regards, 

l 0 n rj , f.l ~>c 
Amy Gilbert 
655 Columbia St Unit 313 
San Diego, CA 921 0 1 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 

neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 

Sig Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resou~ces Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not 
historically or architecturally signiftcant and should not be designated as a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preservation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in a the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Best, 0} 

~n 0CJvL 
Sign Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an 
important civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this 
unsightly property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by 
historians in comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property 
with potential historic significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported 
designation of a home that is not historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an 
unsightly blight on our community that erodes property values and creates an 
unsafe nuisance in the neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and 
the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. There is no 
public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and 
classic family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our 
neighborhood will benefit property values , eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe 
new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, 
and any potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and 
depressing neighboring land values. I urge you not to designate this property and 
to allow this young couple to build a nice family home that the whole community will 
welcome. 

se~;,~ J .. j -
• j ' \ 

Sign N~me .J 
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Print Name 
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03/14/2014 08 : 02 FAX 

Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

141002/003 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualities under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for hiStOriC 
designation. The home has no redeeming dlaraderistics, has been modified extensively over 
the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, 
boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original 
or Craftsman elements. 'Mlen compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have 
been designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Best regards, ./i~ 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not 
historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preseNation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in a the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Best, 
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Chair John Lemmo&Historical Resources Board (H.RB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 

San Diego, CA 9210 l 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginja Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, nohvithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property >vith potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a home that is not 
historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current o>vners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole community •;vill welcome. 

Best, 
/~-
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Chair John Lemmo& 

Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designatedas historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the lOOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be designated as 
historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive characteristics of the Craftsman 
style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the Jaw, 
which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. The 
house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. It has clearly been modified over 
the years, and is simply not a good example, Jet alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an anonymous 
architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or aesthetically pleasing 
design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in local, state or national history. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by 
preservationists, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight on the 
community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no historical 
significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Best regards, 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 1oos of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Sign N e f 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Print Name\... 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 

Best,t~ tPJi-
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 921 0 l 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusuaL 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been p roperly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

1 request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Best regards, 

tlvui J l~ · f!lo~J&.!: 
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Address 
Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 41hFloor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion 1hat 1he 1400 VIrginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeauti:ful homes 1hathave been rightfully designated by 1he Historical Resources Board 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
characteristics. This home has none of1hose. It is plain, irregu1arly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
non~ it has no remrukable features, and it only captlrres notice because of its shamefully poor 
condition To place 1he home at 1400 VIrginia Way on 1he designated historic property list and attempt to 
presenre it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It :further places an mwarranted burden on 
1he yormg owners and 1his neighborhood, which have to bear1he cost of"preserving'' 1his eyesore wi1hout 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view, 1he house deserves a J:m!jor overhaul, if not a demolition I welcome 1his young couple's efforts 
to fix up 1his tired and ordiruuy house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family and become 
actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple 1he opportunity to build a safe and 
attractive home, which improves the neighborhood 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively 
over the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. 
It's plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains 
very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful 
Craftsman homes that have been designated, I do not understand why this house 
would even be considered for historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades 
of decay. I have met the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a 
part of this wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this 
home into what I would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of 
the neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

/iYira l- ;u~~ 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re : Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the lOOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

1 request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Best regards, 

Sign Name 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeauti:ful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board. Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. Its style is nonexistent, it has no remarkable features, and it only captures notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic 
property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further 
places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the 
cost of''preseiVing'' this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordinary house, and building a modest 
home in which they can start a family and become actively involved in our community. Please allow 
this young couple the opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves our 
neighborhood 

Sincerely, 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over 
the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, 
boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original 
or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have 
been designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community . ....----
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB crite ria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation . In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed In two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 



Address 
Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or 
architectlmilly significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources Board. 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and endming 
characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
nonexistent, it has no remarkable features, and it only captm"es notice because of its shamefully poor 
condition. To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic property list and attempt to 
preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It :fi.nther places an unwarranted burden on 
the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the cost of"preserving'' this eyesore without 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition I welcome this young couple's efforts 
to fix up this tired and ordinruy house, and build a modest home in 'Which they can start a family and become 
actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple the opportunity to build a safe and 
attractive home, which improves the neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over 
the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, 
boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original 
or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have 
been designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Print Name 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 

1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 
This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation . The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the lOOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the nerghbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Best regards, 

} 

Sign Name 

Maricbw ~~s 

Address 



Chair John I.ernmo & 
Histmical Resou.tces Board (I-IRB) Members 
1222 FttstAvenue, 4d1. Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and 1:--IRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to e.x.press my opinion that the 14{X) V11-glnia Way home is not historie:1lly or 
architectt.Irally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those redeeming ore enduring qualities, which 
might support preserving it for the public benefit. 

It is plain, itregubrly sl:u'lped, and beyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent. ItsCraftsman features 
are few and £1.t between. It only captures notice on the neighbors and community because of its 
shamefully poor dilapidated condition To p1'1ce d1.e 1400 Vttginia Way house on the designated 
historic property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the rightfully designated properties. It 
further places an unwarranted burden on the young O\\lnets and this neighborhood, which have to 
bear the cost of"presetvillg'' this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the hou.c;;e desenres a major overh.:'lul, if not a demolition. I welcome this ymmg couple's 
efforts to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family 
and become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple d1.eir rightful 
opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves ilie neighborl1.oocl 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively 
over the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. 
It's plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains 
very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful 
Craftsman homes that have been designated, I do not understand why this house 
would even be considered for historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades 
of decay. I have met the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a 
part of this wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this 
home into what I would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of 
the neighbors and community. 

o(t;/)0Lt ~ 
Best regards, ~ 

I 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 

eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 

Best, 

12 
~" 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am 'Miting to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or 
architectural1y significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. Its style is nonexistent, it has no remarkable features, and it only cap1:tn:es notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic 
property list and attempt to presei.Ve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further 
places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the 
cost of"preserving'' this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house desaves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordinary house, and building a modest 
home in which they can start a family and become actively involved in our community. Please allow 
this young couple the oppo:rttmity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves our 
neighborhood 
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Chair John I.emmo & 
Historical Resources Board (F-llill) l\1emba:s 
1222 First i\ venue, 4dl Floor 
San Diet,:ro, G\ 92101 

Dear Chairman l.emmo and HRB BcYard lvfcmbt.'!S: 

I an1. writing to you to express m y opinion that the 1400 Vitginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be dc..'>ignated as such. 

rlbe La Jolla neighborhood is full ofbeautiful homes fuat have been rightfully designated by the 
Historical Resources Board. Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable 
people, or have distinct and endU1ing char.:J.cterisrics. Tbis home has none of those redeeming or 
enduring qualities, whid1 ~tht support presetving it for the public benefit 

It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent. Its Crafi:sman features 
are f<:-w and far between. It only capture..<> notice on the neighbors and community because of its 
shamefully poor dilapidated condition. To place the 1400 V ttginia Way house on the designated 
historic propa:ty llst and attempt to presetve i.t is an insult to all the rightfully dc~ignatcd properties. It 
further places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to 
bear the cost of "preserving" this cye..<>ore without receiving any public benefit 

Jn my view, the house dcsetvcs a major overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a fumily 
and become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightful 
opport:W1ity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves the neighborhood. 

Gilson Berryman Gray IV, Esq. 

2869 Grape Street 

San Diego, CA 92102 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeauti:ful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board. Those homes are designed by fumous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. Its style is nonexistent, it has no remarkable features, and it only captures notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic 
property list and attempt to presenre it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further 
places an nnwarranted btrrden on the yonng owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the 
cost of''preseiving" this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a Iru!ior overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordinaty house, and building a modest 
home in which they can start a fumily and become actively involved in our community. Please allow 
this young couple the opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves our 
neighborhood 

Sincerely, 

Sign Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 

Sign Name 

Jan~ Konop 
Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way home is not a historic 
home and should not be designated by your Board. I do not believe that it is eligible for historic 
designation in any way because it is not historically or architecturally significant. It would be a 
shame to designate this property as historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future. There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to 
develop this property which will be an improvement to our community. 
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Chair John Lemmo and 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

As a San Diego native with a strong interest and history in the arts, civic life, and history of 
our beautiful city, I urge you not to designate the home located at 1400 Virginia as 
historical by the HRB Board. 

San Diego, and La Jolla, has a plethora of beautiful, maintained/restored Craftsman 
homes. This is absolutely not one. As anyone can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has 
uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and almost no original or even 
remotely Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 00s of beautiful Craftsman homes 
that have been designated throughout the county, I do not understand why this house 
would even be considered for historical designation. It undermines the designation and 
quality of all the homes if one like his is forced to remain as it is, which is in disrepair. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, 
conducted by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

Additionally, this home does not qualify under any of your criteria and it should not even be 
considered for historic designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has 
been modified extensively over the years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a 
distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

I know the new young couple who excitedly purchased the home want to remodel it and 
move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood they grew up in. I fully 
support their efforts to remodel this house into a great asset for this neighborhood- right 
now it is just an eyesore bringing all the property values in the area down and adding no 
value to the neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a beautiful, safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

est regar~ 

\ ~ 
Devon Faster 
1501 India Street, #503 
San Diego, CA 92101 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way home is not a historic 
home and should not be designated by your Board. I do not believe that it is eligible for historic 
designation in any way because it is not historically or architecturally significant. It would be a 
shame to designate this property as historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future. There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to 
dezelo this property which will be an improvement to our community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over 
the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, 
boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original 
or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have 
been designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

/l-:~r 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

March 13, 2014 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to express my opinion that 
the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be designated as historical by the HRB Board. 
By way of background, I currently live in the community of University Heights, which has 
hundreds of Craftsman-style homes. I currently live in a Craftsman home. 

I am familiar with the houses on Virginia Way. It is my belief that the 1400 Virginia Way 
home is not a distinctive example of a Craftsman home. I had the opportunity to tour 
the home after it was purchased by the current owners. The home is plain, boxy, and 
has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or 
Craftsman elements. Furthermore, the house was significantly modified by its previous 
owners, who constructed both an RV-port and casita addition to the property, neither of 
which are stereotypical or common of a Craftsman-style home. 

I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was never documented or 
identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin historic survey in 1977, 
or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, which makes the City's request for 
an involuntary "historic" designation all the more peculiar and unwarranted. 

The home is also obviously in poor condition. I know the new owners plan to remodel it 
in a fashion such that the home will blend nicely into the neighborhood . 

I request that the Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home. 

Best regards, 

~~ 
Kathryn Lichtenstein 
4646 Georgia St. 
San Diego, CA 92116 



Mar. 12. 2014 2:19PM 

Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, LB Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

No.03 13 P. 2 

I am writing you as a neighbor and a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 VIrginia Way. 

I understi.'!nd the City is advocating the Involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 

notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive surveys 

and has never been Identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am opposed to this 

unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 

community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance In our neighborhood. The 

. architecture ls .unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 

There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood 

landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well~designed and classic family home. 

Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property values, 

eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the curre·nt owners, and any potential 

·future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 

urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 

that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 

~~-----
Sign Name . 

, Kelley DeLeeuw, MD 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not 
historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preservation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in a the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Best, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 

significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 

eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 

land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 

notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 

Best, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way . 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 
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Address 
Olair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dearcrurirmanl..emmo andHRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not histcrically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such 

La Jolla is full ofl:xattiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources Board 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
characteristics. This home has none of those. It is p1ain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
nonexistent, it has no re:markable features, and it on1y captures notice because of its shamefully poor 
condition To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic property list and attempt to 
preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It fiuther places an l.IDwarranted burden on 
the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the cost of"preserving" this eyesore without 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition I welcm1e this young couple's efforts 
to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family and become 
acrive]y involved in our cormnunity. Please allow this young couple the opportunity to build a safe and 
att:rnctive home, which imJIOVes the neighborhood 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not 
historically or architecturally signiftcant and should not be designated as a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preservation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in J1' the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Sign Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Board Members: 

I'm writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not 
historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as a historic home. 

I do not believe that it qualiftes under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. It has been the neighborhood eyesore for years. There is no reasonable basis on 
which to designate this unremarkable house as historical, and the preservation of this house 
does not promote the public welfare or make this neighborhood a more attractive or desirable 
place to live. As anyone walking in the neighborhood is abundantly aware, this home is in 
extremely poor condition. It needs to be substantially repaired and rehabilitated. 

I'm obviously thrilled that the new owners are working to build a beautiful house in a the 
neighborhood. I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Best, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 

Erik Schraner 
2850 Hawthorn St. 

San Diego, CA 92104 

Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to request that the Historical Resources Board deny the proposal to designate 1400 
Virginia Way Home as historic. 

This home does not qualify under any historic resource criteria and it should not be considered for 
historic designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively 
over the years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. 

The house is plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows, and has very few original or 
Craftsman elements. When compared to the hundreds of Craftsman homes that have been 
designated throughout the City of San Diego, in particular in my neighborhood (South Park), I do 
not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In fact, I 
understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by 
preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is in poor condition and has suffered through decades of decay. I know the new young 
couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part 
of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this house into a great 
asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home. 

Beclrd~ 

Erik Schraner 
San Diego Resident 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way home is not a historic 
home and should not be designated by your Board. I do not believe that it is eligible for historic 
designation in any way because it is not historically or architecturally significant. It would be a 
shame to designate this property as historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future. There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to 
develop this property which will be an improvement to our community. 
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Address 
Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 41h Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that 1he 1400 Vn-ginia Way home is not histnrically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeauti:ful homes that have been rightfully designated by 1he Historical Resources Board 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
charact:eristics. This home has none of1hose. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
nonexistent, it has no remarl<able features, and it only captures notice because of its shamefully poor 
condition To place 1he home at 1400 VIrginia Way on 1he designated historic propei1y list and attempt to 
presenre it is an insult to all1he previously designated properties. It finther places an mwarranted burden on 
1he young owners and 1his neighborhood, which have to bear 1he cost of"preserving'' 1his eyesore without 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view, 1he house deserves aiJll!jor ov~ if not a demolition I welcome this young couple's efforts 
to fix up 1his tired and ordinruy house, and build a modest home in which 1hey can start a family and become 
actively involved in our community. Please allow 1his young couple 1he oppor1lmi1y to build a safe and 
at1ractive home, which improves 1he neighborhood 



Address 
Chair JolmLemmo & 
lEstorical Rtmurces Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo andHRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vrrginia Way home is not historically or 
architectumlly significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeauti:ful homes 1hathave been rightfulJy designated by 1he Historical Resources Board 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
characteristics. This home has none of1hose. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
nonexistent, it has no remmkable features, and it only captures notice because of its shamefully poor 
condition To place 1he home at 1400 Vn:ginia Way on 1he designated historic property list and attempt to 
preserve it js an insult to all1he previously designated properties. It :fi.nther p1aces an tmwarranted burden on 
1he young owners and 1his neighborhood, which have to bear 1he cost of"preserving" 1his eyesore without 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a rrugor overllauJ, if not a demolition. I welcome 1his young couple's efforts 
to fix up 1his tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which fuey can start a family and become 
actively involved in our communi1y. Please allow 1his young couple the oppo:rtuni1y to build a safe and 
attractive home, which improves 1he neighborhood 

· Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources Board. 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
nonexistent, it has no remarkable features, and it only captures notice because of its shamefully poor 
condition. To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic property list and attempt to 
preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further places an unwarranted burden on 
the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the cost of"preserving" this eyesore without 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's efforts 
to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family and become 
actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple the opportunity to build a safe and 
attractive home, which improves th.e neighborhood. 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a home that is not 
historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole community will welcome. 

Best, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board . 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, le~ alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the lOOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Sign ame 

l 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 1oos of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Best~ 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose ofthis letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community . 

Best regards, 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a home that is not 
historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents . There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole community will welcome. 

r!UU 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria . To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been d signated throughout t he 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel i and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel t his 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

l request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Be~rds, / 

l. ~ /v L----. 
Sign Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB} Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Print Name 
1 
J {) 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
122.2 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be designated as 
historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive characteristics of the Craftsman 
style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the law, 
which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. The 
house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. It has clearly been modified over 
the years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an anonymous 
architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or aesthetically pleasing 
design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in local, state or national history. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by 
preservationists, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight on the 
community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no historical 
significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Best regards, ~~. ~~ 

~&~~-----
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Name 

(l~fL UtX\\~ 
Print Na~e 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusuaL 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

. (nttlf r; f'b vb' 
PrintName ~ 
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Chair John Lemmo&Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way. La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was neverconsidered an unusuaL exceptional 
or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and unjust for the 
City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historicbecause they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Best r.e§\ards, 

(:-~ 
Sign Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & H istorical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating t he involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, nohvithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a home that is not 
historically or architecturally significant . 

For years, t his property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
oul' community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood -w-ill 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this p roperty and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice familv home that the whole community will welcome. 

" -

Print Name 
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Chait John Lernmo&: 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and I-IRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vttginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated a..s such. 

I ..a Jolla is full ofbeautifi..u homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those redeeming ore enduring qualities, which 
might support preserving it for the public benefit 

It is pl'lin, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent ItsCmftsman features 
are few and fur between. It only captures notice on the neighbors and community because of its 
shamcfi.1lly poor dilapidated condition. To place the 1400 V n:ginia \""Yay house on the designated 
bL'ltoric property li.'lt and attempt to preserve it is an inSLut to all the rightfully designated properties. It 
further places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this n~ohbomood, VJhich have to 
bear d1.e cost of"preserving'' this eyesore without receiving any public benefit. 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a dem.olition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to :fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home :in ·which they can start a family 
and become actively :involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightful 
opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves the neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 

JJ~( jfl ~ .4£-
Sign Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 1oos of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Best regards, 

\~J'.J/ j04-e1tf$~~ l 
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Chair Jdm I emil'X) & 
HistrTical ~Bcerd(HRB)Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB J3cmd MembeJs: 

I am writing 1oyoo to ~my opinim 1hat1be 1400 Virginia Way bane isnd bislaically cr 
~significant and shouldm be desigoaredas such. 

141001/003 

La Jolla is full ofbem!ljful barnes that have been rightfully de:sigrlated by the H.saorical Resources Board 
Those homes me designed by:fum:Jos mdrilect\ livW in byiiCUJ!epeqit; a have di~ andmdoring 
chaJ:acreristic This .heme has nme of there. It is plain, in:egu1ady shap>rl, and bey<mdreprir.lts style is 
~ ithasno:re.mmbble ~ aodit<mly capuresrx1ice because ofits ~JXX:X" 
a:mditioo. Topla::e the home at 1400 Vugioia Way oo. the desigpami hi&ai<:: p:cpeny list and attempt to 
p:eserve it is an insclt to all the~ designared properties. It furtbecplaces an unwarranted burden on 
the young owne:rs and 1his neigbbcdlood. which have to bea" tbe cost of"~" this eyesore without 
:receMng any p.lb1:ic bDefit 

In my view, 1lE bwse deseJ:ves a~~ if net adenditicn I welcaretbisyoong couple's effii1s 
to fix up this tired and ordinaly house, and hrild aJlllrl9 heme in which they can Slat afinnily and beo::nne 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 

1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is NOT historically or 

architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full of beautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources Board. 

Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and 

enduring characteristics. Sadly, this home does not have such redeeming qualities that would warrant 

historical designation. 

The home at 1400 Virginia Way has been an eyesore for many years. It only captures notice on the 

neighbors and community because of its shamefully poor dilapidated condition. To place the 1400 

Virginia Way house on the designated historic property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all 

the rightfully designated properties. Such a dilapidated building depreciates the value of other homes 

on the street. I really don't see how preserving it would benefit the community. 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. One can only assume that you 

have made some type of mistake in selecting this home for designation. I welcome this young couple's 

efforts to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family 

and become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightful 

opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves the neighborhood. They have 

invested their life savings into this property in the hopes of making it a home. 

Please do not place any further unwarranted burden on this couple. 

Regards, 
I "' J 

Ar~~L : L, 

Karen Cook 

13780 Portofino Dr. 

Del Mar, CA 92014 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 

Address 



Address 
Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vrrginia Way home is not historically or 
architec1ura1ly significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources Board 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
nonexistent, it has no remmkable features, and it only captures ootice because of its shamefully poor 
condition. To place the home at 1400 Vrrginia Way on the designated historic property list and attempt to 
preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further places an unwarranted burden on 
the young owners and this neighbothood, which have to bear the cost of"presetving" this eyesore without 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a IlliYor ovetbaul, if not a demolition I welcome this young couple's efforts 
to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family and become 
actively involved in our communi1y. Please allow this yOtmg couple the opportunity to build a sate and 
attractive home, which improves the neighborhood 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusual, 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Best regards, 

~y~~~~ 
2869 Grape St 
San Diego, CA 92102 



Chair John Lemmo & 

Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 

designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 

unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 

compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 

fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed In two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 

know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move In, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 

house into a great asset for this neighborhood . 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 

Diego community. 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively 
over the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. 
It's plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains 
very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful 
Craftsman homes that have been designated, I do not understand why this house 
would even be considered for historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades 
of decay. I have met the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a 
part of this wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this 
home into what I would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of 
the neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

~~ 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over 
the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, 
boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original 
or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have 
been designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. lt's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor' condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

M·C-dte-8fc-t·V)~ 
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San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared t o the 10os of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, l do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over 
the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, 
boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original 
or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have 
been designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue1 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way1 La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purp~se of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and It should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics/ has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes1 and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County1 I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In . 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the. new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Best regards, s 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way home is not a historic 
home and should not be designated by your Board. I do not believe that it is eligible for historic 
designation in any way because it is not historically or architecturally significant. It would be a 
shame to designate this property as historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future. There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to 
develo~ this property w · will e an improvement to our community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo andHRB Board Members: 

As a neighbor in La Jolla, I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way 
home is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeauti:ful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board. Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. Its style is nonexistent, it has no remarkable feattn:"es, and it only captures notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic 
proper1y list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further 
places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the 
cost of' 'preserving" this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a tlliJjor overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordinary house, and building a modest 
home in which they can start a family and become actively involved in our community. Please allow 
this young couple the opportl.mity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves our 
neighbomood. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I live in the La Jolla community, and I am writing to you in order to express my 
opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or architecturally 
significant and should not be designated by the Historical Resources Board (HRB). 
The home does not qualify under any HRB designation criteria. To designate and 
preserve this home would demean the value and importance of the designation and 
the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively 
over the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. 
It's plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains 
very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful 
Craftsman homes that have been designated, I do not understand why this house 
would even be considered for historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades 
of decay. I have met the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a 
part of this wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this 
home into what I would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of 
the neighbors and community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB} Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously In poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way home is not a historic 
home and should not be designated by your Board. I do not believe that it is eligible for historic 
designation in any way because it is not historically or architecturally significant. It would be a 
shame to designate this property as historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future . There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to 
develop this property which will be an improvement to our community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there is no negative impact to the 
public. There is no benefit to the public in preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way home is not a historic 
home and should not be designated by your Board . I do not believe that it is eligible for historic 
designation in any way because it is not historically or architecturally significant. It would be a 
shame to designate this property as historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future. There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to d{? ~rty wh: will be an improvement to our community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that 1400 Virginia Way home is not a historic 
home and should not be designated by your Board. I do not believe that it is eligible for historic 
designation in any way because it is not historically or architecturally significant. It would be a 
shame to designate this property as historical. 

There are few people who would argue with the idea that some things are historic and worth 
preserving. However, those who are promoting the historic significance of this property are 
misguided. 

The historic preservation of this unsightly and unremarkable property will impede greater 
histories of the future. There is quite simply no legitimate basis for romanticizing an insignificant 
and commonplace old home; it as an empty symbol of an arbitrary time. 

The Board should not sanction the attempt to preserve this dilapidated structure. 

I am asking the Board not to designate the property as historical and allow the owners to 
develop this property which will be an improvement to our community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo andHRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vrrginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board. Those homes are designed by fumous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. I1s style is nonexistent, it has no rermnkable fua1ures, and it only captures notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition To place the home at 1400 Vrrginia Way on the designated historic 
property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It fi.n:1her 
places an tmwarranted btn:den on the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the 
cost of"preserving'' this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house desetves a mcrior ovedlaul, if not a demolition I welcome this yotmg couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordiruny house, and building a modest 
home in which they em start a :fumily and become actively involVed in our community. Please allow 
this young couple the opportunicy to build a safe and attractive home, which improves om
neighborhood 
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Address 
Chair John Lemmo & 
I-Est:orical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo andHRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vn-ginia Way home is not historicalJy or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfulJ;y designated by the Historical Resources Board 
Those homes are designed by :fumous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
characteristics. This home has none offuose. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is 
nonexistent, it has no remarkable features, and it only captures notice because of its shamefully poor 
condition To place the home at 1400 VIrginia Way on the designated historic property list and attempt to 

presenre it is an insult to all1he previously designated properties. It further places an lDlWarranted burden on 
the yomg owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear1he cost of''preseiving'' this eyesore without 
receiving any public benefit 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 
notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 

notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 

neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important civic 
issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly property, 

notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in comprehensive 
surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic significance. I am 
opposed to this unsupported designation and believe this home is not historically or architecturally 
significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on our 
community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our neighborhood. The 
architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any notable builder or residents. 
There is no public benefit generated from treating this dilapidated and plain house as a 
neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic family 
home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will benefit property 
values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any potential 
future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring land values. I 
urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a nice family home 
that the whole community will welcome. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over 
the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, 
boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original 
or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have 
been designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please aillow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 6? / / 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I know the La Jolla Community well, and I can speak to you with some expertise of the 
devastating effects of designating this unremarkable blight on the neighborhood as 
historical. 

If left unattended, the house will continue to further deteriorate. With the restrictions you 
intend to put on this property, no one will ever buy this property, and it will be left to decay. 
The neighbors and public at large all have a vested interest in maintaining property values in 
the area. Letting an otherwise quite valuable piece of property decay, does not serve 
anyone's purpose. 

I appreciate the attempt of preserving historical buildings which benefit the public and 
should be lovingly maintained. This property has no historical or architectural 
significance. Any objective analysis of the unremarkable architecture and ghastly 
condition compels the conclusion that it should be redeveloped, not preserved. 

The new owners are a young couple who are excited about devoting the time necessary to 
restoring this property and creating a safe and attractive home. This is a major, major 
undertaking and is going to cost them a lot of money. The Board Members should be 
encouraging this type of effort that improves the community and land values, not preventing 
it. 

For the reasons set forth above, I believe emphatically and unequivocally, that the new 
owners ought to be encouraged and helped, wherever possible, to salvage this property 
and build a beautiful new addition to the community. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemm & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) i'vfcmbcrs 
1222 Fitb--t .\v<...1me, 4th B (xJr 
San Diego, CA 921 Ol 

Dear Chainnan l .. ernmo and I-m.B Board l\fcmbcrs: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 14CX1 VIrginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

T ..a Jolla is full ofbeautiliu homes that have been rightfi.illy designated by the l:-Iist0rical Resources 
Board '1 bose homes arc desif.,lflcd by famous an:hitccrs, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. ·nw home has none of those redccmin, ore cndt.:uing qualities, which 
might support preserving it for the public benefit. 

It is plain, irregularly shaped, and b<...-yond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent Its Craftsman features 
are few and Llt between. It only captures notice on the neighbors and community because of its 
shamefully poor Ji11.pidatcd condition. To place the 1400 Virginic1. Way house on the designated 
1-lli.--t:oric property list and attempt to preserve it is an in.."Lut to all the rightfully d~1gnated properties. It 
further places an umvanantcd burd<...11 on the young owners and this ncighborhcxxl, which have to 
bear d1e cost of"prcserving'' tllis eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

Tn my view, the house deserves a .major oved1aul, if not a den1olition. I welcome iliis yotmg couple's 
efforts to fix up tlns tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family 
and become ac:tivcly involved in o ur community. Please allow this young couple their rightfi.u 
opportunity to build a safe and atu.<tctive home, which improves the neighborh<xxi 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historic Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you In order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
is not historically or architecturally significant and should not be designated by the 
Historical Resources Board (HRB). The home does not qualify under any HRB 
designation criteria. To designate and preserve this home would demean the value 
and importance of the designation and the HRB itself. 

The home has been poorly maintained over the last several decades. I consider it to be 
an eyesore and an embarrassment to the neighborhood. I am thrilled that this young 
couple wants to remodel it to create a nice single family home. 

To not be able to add footage to the house and to not be able to improve the look of the 
house would be an utter shame, especially given that there Is no negative Impact to the 
public. There Is no benefit to the public In preserving a basic old house, with no defining 
characteristics, no distinctive style, and no hint of architectural or historic significance. 

We are kindly asking the HRB not to designate the property so that the owners may 
remodel this unfortunate blight on the neighborhood into a beautiful family home. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB} Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusual, 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

1 request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation . 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusual, 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Best regards, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB} Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 

house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 

Diego community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vttginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full of beautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those redeeming ore enduring qualities, which 
might support preserving it for the public benefit 

It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent Its Craftsman features 
are few and far between. It only captures notice on the neighbors and community because of its 
shamefully poor dilapidated condition. To place the 1400 V ttginia Way house on the designated 
historic property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the rightfully designated properties. It 
further places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to 
bear the cost of"preserving" this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to fix up this tired and ordiruuy house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family 
and become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightful 
opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves the neighborhood 
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Chair John Lemmo&Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 1oos of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupantshave never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family homethat is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Jason C. Evans, Esq. 
Casey Gerry et al. 
110 Laurel St. 
San Diego, CA 92101 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or 
archit:ect.urally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. Its style is nonexistent, it has no remarkable features, and it only captLrres notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition. To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic 
property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further 
places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and 1his neighbomood, which have to bear the 
cost of"preserving'' 1his eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overllaul, if not a demolition. I welcome 1his young couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up 1his tired and ordinary house, and building a modest 
home in which they can start a family and become actively involved in our community. Please allow 
1his young couple the oppor1lmi1y to build a safe and attractive home, which improves our 
neighbomood. 

Sincerely, 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics. has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let .alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable 
windows of varying sizes. and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to 
the lOOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. ln fact, 1 understand 
that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationist, 
and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for th is neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Best ~gard~/ 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 10os of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Address 
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Chair John J -emmo & 
Historical Resources Board (f-IRB) J\'lembers 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Aoor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chainnan Lemmo and HRB Board Membet:s: 

I am \Vtiting to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vitginia Way home is not historically o1· 
architcc--ru.rally ~ignificant and should not be de~ignated as ~uch. 

l..a Jolla is full ofbeautifili homes that have been rightfiilly designated by d1.e Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those redeeming ore enduring qualities, which 
rrught support presel.Ving it for the public benefit 

It 1s plain, i.rrcgt.liarly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent lts Cmfrsman features 
are few and far between. It only captures notice on ilie neighbors and commun.ity because of its 
shamefully poor dilapidated condition. To place the 1400 V.u:glnia Way house on the designated 
historic property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the rightfi.illy designated properties. It 
firrther places <m unwatr'anted burden on the young owners and this neighbm:hood, which have to 
bear the cost of"preserv:ing'' this eyesore wiiliout receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a mcxlest home in which iliey can start a family 
and become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightfiil 
opportunity to uild ~ safe and attractive home, which improves the nc>jghborhood 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation ofl400 Virginia W ay, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of t he community Lo address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

1 understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a home that is not 
histor~cally or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from t reating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that t he whole community will welcome. 

Bak 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the H RB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Sign Name 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 200 L both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusual, 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that hove been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners that the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation. This house was never considered an unusual, 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The 1400 Virginia Way home does not warrant designation as a distinctive example of a 
Craftsman home. I urge the HRB Members to correct this misapplication of the HRB criteria, 
and determine that this home does not qualify under any HRB criteria for designation. 

This home is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman 
architecture. Further, I understand from speaking to the owners tha t the property was 
never documented or identified as even potentially significant in either the Schaelchlin 
historic survey in 1977, or the Donaldson historic survey of La Jolla in 2001, both of which 
were biased toward preservation . This house was never considered an unusual, 
exceptional or a significant example of this type of architecture, so it seems unfair and 
unjust for the City to seek designation now. 

San Diegans are obviously familiar with Craftsman architecture. This style is not a unique or 
rare style within the County and there are many gorgeous Craftsman properties in 
countless neighborhoods which have been properly designated as historic because they 
are far superior in design and exhibit far better integrity. When compared to the 1 OOs of 
beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the County, I do not 
understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. 

The home is obviously in poor condition. I understand that it was left to decay and rot for 
decades and requires substantial repairs to make it safe for the community, let alone 
habitable. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to 
remodel it and move in, so that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the encouragement and support of 
the neighbors and the San Diego community. 

Best~ 

LY 
13819 Kerry Lane 
San Diego, CA 92130 



March 13. 2014 

Ct1air John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue. 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or architecturally 
signfficant and as a result, should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full of beautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources Board. 
Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct and enduring 
characteristics. This home has none ofthose redeeming or enduring qualities, which might support 
preserving itforthe public benefit 

it is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. its style is relatively nonexistent its Craftsman features are 
few and far between. It only captures notice on the neighbors and community because ofits dilapidated 
condition. To place the 1400 Virginia Way house on the designated historic property list and attempt to 
preserve it is an insult to all the rightfully designated properties. It further places an unwarranted burden on 
the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to bear the cost of "preserving" this eyesore Without 
receiving any public benefit 

In my view. the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's efforts 
to ffx up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family and 
become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightful opportunity to 
build a safe and attractive home, which improves the neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 

w.~~ 
Mary Trice 

3415 Villa Terrace 
San Diego, CA 92104 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the H RB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (I-ffiB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 V u:ginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full of beautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by famous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. 1lus home has none of those redeeming ore enduring qualities, which 
might support preserving it for the public benefit 

It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent Its CrafuTI1an features 
are few and far between. It only captures notice on the neighbors and community because of its 
shamefully poor dilapidated condition. To place the 1400 Vu:ginia Way house on the designated 
historic property list and attempt to presetVe it is an insult to all the rightfully designated properties. It 
further places an. unwarranted burden on the young owners and this neighborhood, which have to 
bear the cost of"preserving'' this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house desetVes a major overha~ if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they can start a family 
and become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightful 
opportunity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves the neighborhood 

Print Name 

'7 1 7 ~,.., Gc. ~:::>~--·, <-L 7 f · 
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Address 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board . 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation . The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the lOOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part ofthis wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Print Name 
'33\ l.( /t\"1~;)1~, Bt.IIO 4t1 
5"'1\ D'' ':j<;;> cA ~;uo"\ 



Address 
Chair John Lemmo & 
Hi<>torical Resources Board (HRB) ~!embers 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Hcx1r 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear ChaiJman Lemmo and HRB Board ~fc:..'lnbers: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 14(X) Virginia Way home is not hi<>torically or 
architecturally sif,1!1ifiamt and should not be designated as such. 

1 ..a Jolla is full of beautiful homes that have been rightfully desjgnated by the Histnrical Resources 
Board 'I hose homes are designed by fumous architec1:S, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. 1h1s home has none of those redeeming ore enduring qualities, which 
might support preserving it for d1e public benefit. 

It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond repair. Its style is relatively nonexistent. Its Ct:al:b'tlliln features 
arc few and £'lr between. It only captures notice on the neighbors and community because of its 
shamefully poor dilapidated condition. To place the 14(X) Virginia Way house on the designated 
historic property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the rightfully designated properties. It 
further places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this n~ohborhood, which have to 
beat the co~i: of ''preserving'' thi<> eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a major overhaul, if not a demolition. T welcome this young couple's 
effi)rts to fix up this tired and ordinary house, and build a modest home in which they am start a fumily 
and become actively involved in our community. Please allow this young couple their rightful 
opportunity to build a safe and atttactive home, which improves the neighborhood. 

SignN:une 

C.~cr~ f'""r.\\~ 
PrintNru:ne 

t;)a-S Car\c)~J?{.-.t. 
Sfl\ P.,.. ( A '1l\\ f 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo andHRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeautiful homes that have been rightfully designated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by fumous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. Its style is nonexistent, it has no rerrunkable features, and it only captures notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition To place the home at 1400 Virginia Way on the designated historic 
property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It fin1her 
places an unwarranted burden on the young owners and this neighbothood, which have to bear the 
cost of"preserving" this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves a tru:Yor overhaul, if not a demolition. I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordinary house, and building a modest 
home in which they can start a family and become actively involved in our community. Please allow 
this young couple the opporllmity to build a safe and attractive home, which improves our 
neighbothood. 

Sign Name 

j);i-RDZA- tzo/1-reor 
Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home not be 
designated historical by the HRB Board. 

As a La Jolla resident and a neighbor, I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB 
criteria and it is not eligible for historic designation. The home has no redeeming 
characteristics, has been modified extensively over the years, and is not a good 
representative example of Craftsman style architecture. It's plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been 
designated, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical 
significance. 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of 
decay. I know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a part of this 
wonderful neighborhood . They are looking forward to developing this home into what I 
would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new 
owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the 
neighbors and community. 

Be~regards, 

£. 6~(\ji,J 

Print Name 

~\.1<. 

Address 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 1oos of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Sign Name 

sIt m fJ PnJ 
Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a home that is not 
historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole community will welcome. 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (H RB) Members 
1222 First A venue, 4th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
~omprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to the clearly unsupported designation of a horne that is not 
historically or architecturally significant. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in the 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole community will welcome. 

Best, 

@ A.<.A,t)-
Sign Name 

~&-t'ShiVYV\~ 
Print Name . 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 
family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 
potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 
land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 
nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 



Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members~ 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 VIrginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the H RB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 1oos of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains ery few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has dearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous arcl1itect and unknown builder w ith no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aestheticaliy pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. l request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for thfs neighborhood. 

Best regards, / 

, ~Pti 



Chair JolmLemmo & 
Historical ResoUrces Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Chairman Lemmo and HRB Board Members: 

I am writing to you to express my opinion that the 1400 Vll'ginia Way home is not historically or 
architecturally significant and should not be designated as such. 

La Jolla is full ofbeaut:i:ful homes 1hathave been rightfully desigOated by the Historical Resources 
Board Those homes are designed by :fumous architects, lived in by notable people, or have distinct 
and enduring characteristics. This home has none of those. It is plain, irregularly shaped, and beyond 
repair. Its style is nonexistent, it hm no remmkable features, and it only captures notice because of its 
shamefully poor condition To place the home at 1400 VIrginia Way on the designated historic 
property list and attempt to preserve it is an insult to all the previously designated properties. It further 
p1aces an unwarranted burden on the yrn.mg OW11fl'S and this neighbothood, which have to bear the 
cast of"preserving" this eyesore without receiving any public benefit 

In my view, the house deserves atru.Yoroverllau], if not a demolition I welcome this young couple's 
efforts to keep La Jolla beautiful, by fixing up this tired and ordinary house, and building a modest 
home in which they can start a family and become actively involved in our community. Please allow 
this yomg couple the oppcrtunity to build a safe and attractive hOme, which improves our 
neighborhood 

Sincerely, 

~~lli~~~~ 
Sign Name 

Print Name 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

I am writing to you in order to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home 
not be designated historical by the HRB Board. 

I do not believe that it qualifies under any HRB criteria and it is not eligible for historic 
designation. The home has no redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively 
over the years, and is not a good representative example of Craftsman style architecture. 
It's plain, boxy, has uneven and unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains 
very few original or Craftsman elements. When compared to the 1 OOs of beautiful 
Craftsman homes that have been designated, I do not understand why this house 
would even be considered for historical significance. It's just ugly! 

The home is in obvious poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades 
of decay. I have met the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home to be a 
part of this wonderful neighborhood. They are looking forward to developing this 
home into what I would consider to be a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of 
the neighbors and community. 

Best regards, 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear HRB Board Members and Chair Lemmo: 

I am writing you as a concerned member of the community to address an important 
civic issue regarding the home at 1400 Virginia Way. 

I understand the City is advocating the involuntary historic designation of this unsightly 
property, notwithstanding the fact that this house has been reviewed by historians in 
comprehensive surveys and has never been identified as a property with potential historic 
significance. I am opposed to this unsupported designation. 

For years, this property has been neglected and allowed to erode into an unsightly blight on 
our community that erodes property values and creates an unsafe nuisance in our 
neighborhood. The architecture is unremarkable and the house is not associated with any 
notable builder or residents. There is no public benefit generated from treating this 
dilapidated and plain house as a neighborhood landmark. 

The new owners are a young couple who have plans to build a well-designed and classic 

family home. Their efforts to build a safe and attractive addition to our neighborhood will 
benefit property values, eliminate a safety hazard, and breathe new life into this decayed 
eyesore. 

Declaring this house historical will put a tremendous burden on the current owners, and any 

potential future buyers, making the property all but unmarketable, and depressing neighboring 

land values. I urge you not to designate this property and to allow this young couple to build a 

nice family home that the whole neighborhood will welcome. 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the H RB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 

Print Name 
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Chair John Lemmo & Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

Please allow me to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB. Resources which do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of the Craftsman style do not qualify for designation. I urge the HRB Members to 
correct this misapplication of the law, which hurts the community and puts a crippling financial 
burden on the owners. 

When compared to the 10os of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated 
throughout the County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for 
historical designation. The house is plain, boxy and retains very few original or Craftsman 
elements. It has clearly been modified over the years, and is simply not a good example, let 
alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

Rather, this is an unremarkable, relatively low cost, common functional home designed by an 
anonymous architect and unknown builder with no significant effort to create a distinctive or 
aesthetically pleasing design. Its owners and occupants have never played significant roles in 
local, state or national history. In fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two 
dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted by preservationists, and it was not identified as even 
potentially historic. 

The home has been left to crumble and decay throughout the years and now remains a blight 
on the community. There is no public benefit in preserving a house in poor condition with no 
historical significance. I request that you not designate the property as historical and allow the 
new owners to develop this into a safe family home that is a great asset for this neighborhood. 



Chair John Lemmo & 
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Members 
1222 First Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Historical Designation of 1400 Virginia Way, La Jolla 

Dear Chair Lemmo and Board Members: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinion that the 1400 Virginia Way home should not be 
designated as historical by the HRB Board. 

This home does not qualify under any HRB criteria and it should not even be considered for historic 
designation. The home has few redeeming characteristics, has been modified extensively over the 
years, and is simply not a good example, let alone a distinctive example of Craftsman architecture. 

As anyone in the community can plainly see, the house is plain, boxy, has uneven and 
unremarkable windows of varying sizes, and retains very few original or Craftsman elements. When 
compared to the 100s of beautiful Craftsman homes that have been designated throughout the 
County, I do not understand why this house would even be considered for historical designation. In 
fact, I understand that this house has been reviewed in two dispositive La Jolla surveys, conducted 
by preservationist, and it was not identified as even potentially historic. 

The home is obviously in poor condition and looks like it has suffered through decades of decay. I 
know the new young couple who eagerly purchased the home want to remodel it and move in, so 
that they can be a part of this wonderful neighborhood. I fully support their efforts to remodel this 
house into a great asset for this neighborhood. 

I request that your Board not designate the property as historical. Please allow the new owners to 
develop this into a safe family home, with the enthusiastic blessing of the neighbors and the San 
Diego community. 

Best regards, 

Sign Na e 
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